
PRICE LIST
DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT

Price list valid from 02. 01. 2024



Delivery to business address usually on the following business day* 

Cash on delivery - credit card or in cash

Parcel tracking at www.ppl.cz

Electronic proof of delivery

DOMESTIC PARCEL TRANSPORT

PPL PARCEL CZ BUSINESS

50 tis.

1,2 m

Maximum weight Maximum dimension
Maximum dimension 120x60x60 cm while total 

circumference and length of max. 360 cm

Liability PPL
In the price of transport basic 

liability up to 50 thousand CZK

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods and 
services. Additional charges, such as fuel fee, toll or cost of additional services 
should be added to net price. The maximum weight of the consignment stated on 
the consignment during transport is decisive for determining the price of transport 
and the related payments.

Price List
Weight till: Price in CZK:

2 kg 124,-

5 kg 145,-

10 kg 202,-

20 kg 245,-

31,5 kg 315,-

* The delivery day is not guaranteed



DOMESTIC PARCEL TRANSPORT

PPL PARCEL CZ PRIVATE
Delivery to private address usually on the following business day* 

Comunication with recipient by e-mail and SMS

Delivery to pick-up palce PPL Parcelshop, Parcelbox

Cash on delivery - credit card or in cash

Parcel tracking at www.ppl.cz

Electronic proof of delivery

50 tis.

1,2 m

Maximum weight Maximum dimension
Maximum dimension 120x60x60 cm while total 

circumference and length of max. 360 cm

Liability PPL
In the price of transport basic 

liability up to 50 thousand CZK

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods and 
services. Additional charges, such as fuel fee, toll or cost of additional services 
should be added to net price. The maximum weight of the consignment stated on 
the consignment during transport is decisive for determining the price of transport 
and the related payments.

Price List
Weight till: Price in CZK:

2 kg 173,-

5 kg 204,-

10 kg 255,-

20 kg 318,-

31,5 kg 420,-

* The delivery day is not guaranteed



 Delivery to business address usually on the following business day 
no later than 10 A.M.*

Delivery in selected cities

Cash on delivery - credit card or in cash

Parcel tracking at www.ppl.cz

DOMESTIC PARCEL TRANSPORT

PPL PARCEL CZ 
MORNING PARCEL

50 tis.

1,2 m

Maximum weight Maximum dimension
Maximum dimension 120x60x60 cm while total 

circumference and length of max. 360 cm

Liability PPL
In the price of transport basic 

liability up to 50 thousand CZK

* The delivery time is not guaranteed

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods and 
services. Additional charges, such as fuel fee, toll or cost of additional services 
should be added to net price. The maximum weight of the consignment stated on 
the consignment during transport is decisive for determining the price of transport 
and the related payments.

Price List
Weight till: Price in CZK:

2 kg 202,-

5 kg 218,-

10 kg 265,-

20 kg 355,-

31,5 kg 434,-

VFOJT
Zvýraznění



DOMESTIC PARCEL TRANSPORT

PPL PARCEL CZ RETURN

50 tis.

1,2 m

Maximum weight Maximum dimension
Maximum dimension 120x60x60 cm while total 

circumference and length of max. 360 cm

Liability PPL
In the price of transport basic 

liability up to 50 thousand CZK

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods and 
services. Additional charges, such as fuel fee, toll or cost of additional services 
should be added to net price. The maximum weight of the consignment stated on 
the consignment during transport is decisive for determining the price of transport 
and the related payments.

Price List
Weight till: Price in CZK:

2 kg 124,-

5 kg 145,-

10 kg 202,-

20 kg 245,-

31,5 kg 315,-

The product is intended for returning goods from e-shops back to the sender

 Hand over the parcel for transport to the PPL Parcelshop, Parcelbox or 
possibility to collect parcel by the driver

Parcel tracking at www.ppl.cz

VFOJT
Zvýraznění



Delivery directly to PPL pick-up places (PPL Parcelshop, Parcelbox)

Cash on delivery*  

Comunication with recipient by e-mail and SMS  

Parcel tracking at www.ppl.cz

20 tis.

1,2 m

Price List
Price in CZK:

2 kg 63,-

5 kg 65,-

10 kg 129,-

20 kg 280,-

31,5 kg 373,-

Liability PPL
In the price of transport basic 

liability up to 20 thousand CZK

Maximum dimension
Parcelshop120x60x60 cm 
Parcelbox 60x43x43 cm

Maximum weight

Weight till:

DOMESTIC PARCEL TRANSPORT

PPL PARCEL CZ SMART

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods and services. Additional 
charges, such as fuel fee, toll or cost of additional services should be added to net price. The maximum 
weight of the consignment stated on the consignment during transport is decisive for determining the price of 
transport and the related payments.

*COD in the mojePPL app, on the PPL website or by credit card or in cash. COD in PPL Parcelbox in the mojePPL
app, on the PPL website or by credit card. Storage time at PPL Parcelshop is 7 days, in PPL Parcelbox 3 days.



DOMESTIC TRANSPORT

ADDITIONAL SERVICES 
PARCEL

 COD
Cash on delivery - payment method credit card or in cash

Price list - COD

COD in CZK: Price in CZK

1 000,- 44,-

5 000,- 57,-

20 000,- 69,-

50 000,- 108,-

100 000,- 203,-

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods. 
By law, maximum cash payments from one payer in one calendar day to 
the cumulative sum of 270,000 CZK.
The payment card fee is 1,4% of the total COD amount.  

 INCREASED LIABILITY
Basic liability up to 50 000 CZK already in the transport price

Price List - INCREASED LIABILITY
Value in CZK: Price in CZK:

up to 100 000,- 72,-

up to 250 000,- 364,-

up to 500 000,- 730,-

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods.

up to   50 000,- 37,-

*

*For PPL Parcel CZ Smart is basic liabitity up to 20 000 CZK.



DOMESTIC TRANSPORT

ADDITIONAL SERVICES 
PARCEL

+31,5kg  HEAVY PARCELS
Parcels whose weight is from 31,51 to 50 kg

Price list - HEAVY PARCELS
Service: Price in CZK:

PPL Parcel CZ Business 731,-

PPL Parcel CZ Private 941,-

PPL Parcel CZ Morning Parcel 1020,-

PPL Parcel CZ Return 731,-

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods and 
services. Additional charges, such as fuel fee, toll or cost of additional services 
should be added to net price. The maximum weight of the consignment stated on 
the consignment during transport is decisive for determining the price of transport 
and the related payments.

 BULKY PARCELS
Parcel with dimension from 121 to 200 cm, iregular shape, car or motorbike tires. 
More information you can find on www.ppl.cz

Price list - BULKY PARCELS
Service type: Price in CZK:
bulky parcels  347,-

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods.

 Parcel Max+ more information and price list you can find on www.ppl.cz

 TOLL
Extra charge for the toll in the amount of 0,99 CZK per 1 kg of weight 
of the forwarded parcel is added to the price.

 FUEL SURCHARGE
The amount of the variable fuel surcharge is published every month 
on the ppl.cz website.

VFOJT
Zvýraznění



DOMESTIC TRANSPORT

ADDITIONAL SERVICES 
PARCEL

DIRECT ADDRESSING
Price advantage of shipments delivered directly to PPL pick-up places.

Price list - DIRECT ADDRESSING
Service type: Price advantage in CZK:

Direct Addressing -10,-

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods. 

Benefits can not be applied to parcels where the delivery to the   pick-up places 
has been determined during the shipment.
Price for Direct Addressing CZ is a discount on the price of transport at PPL Parcel 
CZ Private product.

 AGECHECK
Service for customers who send an assortment where it is legally possible 
to deliver the goods only a person older than a certain age. (eg tobacco, 
alcohol) Driver verify the recipient‘s age in identity document and hand over 
parcel only to a person of the appropriate age.

Price list - AGECHECK
Service type: Price in CZK:

Agecheck 
15 or 18 year

40,-

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods.

 SECOND DELIVERY ATTEMPT
If the courier does not reach the recipient at the delivery address, the shipment 
will be re-delivered to the address the next working day.

Price list - SECOND DELIVERY ATTEMPT
Service type: Price in CZK:

Second delivery attempt to address 39,-

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods.



DOMESTIC TRANSPORT

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Delivery of parcels
Parcel delivery at a corporate or private address between 8:00 and 18:00, usually the next business day.

 Delivery of parcels within 10 hours
The delivery time is not guaranteed. Upon receipt by 10:00, you will pay the full price of the service. Upon receip 
between 10:00 and 11:00 o‘clock you will receive a 20% discount. If later delivery you will only pay the price 
according to the standard product price list PPL PARCEL CZ BUSINESS.

 Delivery in selected locations
The service is only available in selected cities and locations (the list of locations you can find on www.ppl.cz).

R ecipient communication
Communication includes e-mail and SMS communication with delivery time within 2 hours.

 Delivery to PPL pick-up places
Delivering parcels to PPL pick-up places PPL Parcelshop or PPL Parcelbox. Storage period is maximum 7 days in PPL 
Parcelshop and 3 days in PPL Parcelbox.

 Cash on delivery
Cash on delivery up to CZK 200 000. Possibility of cash or credit card payment. Maximum cash reimburse 
from one payer in one day for all shipments 270 000 CZK.

P arcel tracking
The current delivery proces of the parcel is available at www.ppl.cz

 Electronic proof of delivery
Electronic proof of delivery provides digitally recorded signature of recipient

P arcel pickup from any address
Possibility to order the collection of parcels on your chosen address within the Czech Republic, which is different 
from the regular picking address. Delivery to any address in the Czech Republic.

 Invoice complaints. Customer is entitled to claim the details on the invoice within two months of receipt of the invoice.



INTERNATIONAL PARCEL TRANSPORT

PPL PARCEL CONNECT

100
tis.

1,2 m

Maximum weight Maximum dimension
Maximum dimensions 120x60x60 cm 

total circumference and length max. 360 cm

Liability PPL
In the price of transport basic 

liability up to 100 thousand CZK

We transport only parcels in the shape 
of a cardboard box without stretch foils, 
strings atc.

Transport zones
Zone 1 Poland, Slovakia, Germany

Zone 2

Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Denmark, Estonia, 
Finland, France, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherland, Portugal, 
Romania, Slovenia, Spain*, Sweden  

Price list
Zone 2 kg 5 kg 10 kg 20 kg 31,5 kg

1 277,- 372,- 473,- 580,- 713,-
2 655,- 895,- 1 198,- 1 450,- 1 638,-

Price list for Slovakia
Weight up to: 2 kg 5 kg 10 kg 20 kg 31,5 kg
Export in CZK: 277,- 372,- 473,- 580,- 713,-
Import in CZK: 314,- 421,- 535,- 656,-    806,-

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods and services. Additional charges, such as fuel fee, toll or cost of additional services should be 
added to  net price. If the above conditions are not met, additional costs associated with additional handling may be charged. For details on shipping abroad, 
please contact your sales representative. The maximum weight of the consignment stated on the consignment during transport is decisive for determining the price of transport 
and the related payments.

* We do not deliver shipments to the following areas of Spain: Canary Islands, Ceuta, Melilla

Suitable solution especially for B2C

Delivery to the address or pick-up places

Cash on delivery in selected countries

Possibility redirect the parcel to pick-up places

VFOJT
Zvýraznění



Delivery shipments from the EU back to the Czech Republic

Hand over the parcel for transport to the partner Parcelshop 
in most European countries

Pick up parcel by the driver* 

Parcel tracking at www.ppl.cz

INTERNATIONAL PARCEL TRANSPORT

PPL PARCEL RETURN 
CONNECT

100
tis.

1,2 m

Maximum weight Liability PPL
In the price of transport basic

liability up to 100 thousand CZK

Transport zones
Zone 1 Poland, Slovakia, Germany

Zone 2

Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Denmark, Estonia, 
Finland, France, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherland, Portugal, 
Romania, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden

Price list
Zone 2 kg 5 kg 10 kg 20 kg 31,5 kg

1 277,- 372,- 713,-
2 895,- 1 450,-

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods and services. Additional charges, such as fuel fee, toll or cost of additional services should be
added to net price. If the above conditions are not met, additional costs associated with additional handling may be charged. For details on shipping abroad, please contact 
your sales representative. The maximum weight of the consignment stated on the consignment during transport is decisive for determining the price of transport and the related 
payments.

*The driver pick-up service is provided in selected destinations. The fee for this service is CZK 100.

Maximum dimension
Maximum dimensions 120x60x60 cm

total circumference and length max. 360 cm

The maximum weight and dimensions may vary depending on the destination and method of delivery.
For example, PL max. dimension for hand over on PS is 80 x 60 x 60 cm, max. weight 25 kg. For SK max. size 80 x 30 x 30 cm, max. weight 20 Kg. 
More details at www.ppl.cz

473,-

655,-

580,-

1 198,- 1 638,-



INTERNATIONAL PARCEL TRANSPORT

PPL PARCEL CONNECT PLUS

100
tis.

1,2 m

Maximum weight Maximum dimension
Maximum dimension 120x60x60 cm 

total circumference and length max. 360 cm

Liability PPL
In the price of transport basic 

liability up to 100 thousand CZK

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods and services. Additional charges, such as fuel fee, toll or cost of additional services should 
be added to  net price. If the above conditions are not met, additional costs associated with additional handling may be charged. For details on shipping 
abroad, please contact your sales representative. The maximum weight of the consignment stated on the consignment during transport is decisive for determining the
price of transport and the related payments **Transport to the islands can not be realized.

Price list
Zone 2 kg 5 kg 10 kg 20 kg 31,5 kg

2 655,- 895,- 1 198,- 1 450,- 1 638,-

3 1 071,- 1 450,- 1 765,- 2 205,- 2 514,-

Suitable solution especially for B2B

Delivery only to the address

Second delivery attempt to address

Delivery also to countries outside the EU

* The delivery day is not guaranteed

Destination

Country Zone Transport time*

Belgium 3 3
Bulgaria 3 4
Denmark 2 4
Estonia 3 5
Finland 3 5
France 2 3
Croatia 3 4
Italy 2 3

Destination

Country Zone
Transport time*

Lithuania 3 3
Latvia 3 4
Luxembourg 3 3
Hungary 2 2
Germany 2 2
Netherlands 3 3
Norway 3 4
Poland 2 2

Destination

Country Zone Transport time*

Portugal  2 5
Austria 2 2
Romania 2 4
Greece** 3 4
Slovenia 3 3
Sweden 3 4
Switzerland 3 3
Spain 2 4
Great Britain 2 3

VFOJT
Zvýraznění



INTERNATIONAL PARCEL TRANSPORT

PPL PARCEL SMART EUROPE

100
tis.

1,2 m

Maximum weigth
DE - 31,5 kg, PL - 25 Kg, SK - 20 Kg

Maximum dimension
DE - 120 cm, PL - 80cm, SK - 80 cm

Liability PPL
In the price of transport basic 

liability up to 100 thousand CZK

Delivery to pick-up palce in selected countries  

Cash on delivery - credit card or in cash*   

Comunication with recipient by e-mail and SMS

 Parcel tracking at www.ppl.cz

Price List to Slovakia ��  

2 kg 90,-

5 kg 101,-

10 kg 147,-

20 kg 283,-

Price List to Germany��  

2 kg 243,-

5 kg

10 kg

20 kg

329,-

422,-

521,-
31,5 kg 642,-

Price List to Poland

2 kg 243,-

5 kg

10 kg

20 kg

329,-

422,-

521,-
31,5 kg 642,-

Weight till:Weight till: Weight till:Price in CZK: Price in CZK: Price in CZK:

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods and services. Additional charges, such as fuel fee, toll or cost of additional services should 
be added to  net price. If the above conditions are not met, additional costs associated with additional handling may be charged. For details on shipping 
abroad, please contact your sales representative. The maximum weight of the consignment stated on the consignment during transport is decisive for determining the 
price of transport and the related payments.

*COD is not available in Germany



Your parcels are our world

INTERNATIONAL PARCEL TRANSPORT

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

 COD
Service provided only for PPL Pracel Connect

SLOVAKIA
COD collected only in cash or by credit card

COD in CZK 1 000,- 5 000,- 20 000,- 50 000,- 80 000,-
Charge 74,- 95,- 114,- 162,- 284,-

POLAND and ROMANIA
COD collected only in cash

COD in CZK 1 000,- 5 000,- 20 000,- 35 000,-
Charge 95,- 108,- 129,- 149,-

Price list  - INCREASED LIABILITY - Europe
Value in CZK from 100 001 to 250 000 from 250 001 to 500 000

Charge 408,- 817,-

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods.

HUNGARY
COD collected only in cash or by credit card

COD in CZK 1 000,- 5 000,- 20 000,- 35 000,-
Charge 74,- 95,- 114,- 162,-

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods.

 INCREASED LIABILITY
Basic liability up to 100 000 CZK already in the transport price



Your parcels are our world

INTERNATIONAL PARCEL TRANSPORT

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

 ADDRESS CHANGE
Service available for product PPL Parcel Connect Plus
•  The ser vice where the sender or recipient request a change of delivery address during shipping

Price list - ADDRESS CHANGE
Service type: Price in CZK

Address Change 300,-

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods.

 CUSTOMS CLEARANCE
Service available for product PPL Parcel Connect Plus

• We provide customs clearance to non-EU countries (Norway, Switzerland, United Kingdom)

Price list - CUSTOMS CLEARANCE 
Service type: Price in CZK

Customs Clearance* 400,-

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods.
* A surcharge will be applied for every single piece of the consignment.



Your parcels are our world

INTERNATIONAL PARCEL TRANSPORT

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
 BULKY PARCELS
Service available for product PPL Parcel Connect Plus

•  Transport of non standard parcel like oversized or non manipulated.

Price list - BULKY PARCELS
Service type: Price in CZK

Oversize* 2 200,-

Difficult to manipulate, unstable 4 000,-

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods.

*Oversized shipment means exceeding the maximum actual weight, density 70 kg
(calculation on the website www@ppl.cz) and maximum dimensions.

+31,5kg  HEAVY PARCELS
Heavy parcels to or from Slovakia. Weight from 31,5 kg to 50 kg.

Price list - HEAVY PARCELS Slovakia
Product: Price in CZK:

Export to SVK 1 385,-

Import from SVK 1 307,-

The above mentioned prices will be increased by appropriate tax on goods and 
services. Additional charges, such as fuel fee, toll or cost of additional services 
should be added to net price. The maximum weight of the consignment stated on 
the consignment during transport is decisive for determining the price of transport 
and the related payments.

 TOLL
Extra charge for the toll in the amount of 0,99 CZK per 1 kg of weight of the 
forwarded parcel is added to the price. For parcels delivered in Slovakia 
surcharge 0,47 CZK per 1 kg of weight of the forwarded parcel.

 FUEL SURCHARGE
The amount of the variable fuel surcharge is published every month
on the ppl.cz website.

VFOJT
Zvýraznění



INTERNATIONAL PARCEL TRANSPORT

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
 Delivery of parcels
 Delivery to private or business address or Parcelshop in European countries.

R ecipient communication
Communication includes e-mail or/and SMS communication. May vary by country.

P arcel tracking
The current delivery proces of the parcel is available at www.ppl.cz.

 COD
 For declaring COD in EUR or PLN. For PLN is mandatory an account in PL Bank.

 Pickup place - PPL Parcelshop
 Direct addressing of parcel to Parcelshop/Service Point or redirecting to PS is available.

 Saturday delivery
 Service provided in selected destinations where we deliver parcels by product PPL Parcel Connect.

 Customs clearance
 Documents required for customs clearance are avilable on www.ppl.cz.

 Insurance
 Maximum value of supplementary insurance is 500 000 CZK.

 Bulky parcels
Bulky parcel means a shipment whose maximum dimension exceeds 120 cm or exceeds the bulk weight 70 
kg (density calculation: length x width x height (cm) / 5000 = bulk density (kg)). Bulky parcels are also difficult 
to handle or unstable parcels.

A ddress change
 This service is charged for PPL Parcel Connect Plus. Service is free of charge for product PPL Parcel Connect.

P arcel import to Czech Republic
 The service is provide for parcel import from Slovakia only.

 Invoice complaints. Customer is entitled to claim the details on the invoice within two months of receipt 
of the invoice.



PPL CZ s.r.o. 
K Borovému 99, 251 01Ř íčany - Jažlovice

Customer service:

tel.: 225 331 600 
e-mail: b2b@ppl.cz
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